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Annexure-
Guideline for Applicants while filling the application 

1. In CGPA grade System How to enter Total Marks vs Obtained marks 

-In case of CGPA grade system, Use the formula to convert CGPA 

to Percentage provided by Institute, Then Fill Total marks as 100 
and CGPA percentage as obtained marks. 

-eg-if CGPA is 9.12 and by CGPA Conversion formula the 

percentage is 87.5%, then fill total marks as 100 and obtained 

marks as 87.5 

Conversion formula of Institute will be mandatory to bring in 

Counselling 

2. Semester 1 and 2 details is not available due to lateral entry in 

Semester 3rd 

-Fill Details from sem-3 

Bring Supportive document which support your lateral entry 

condition 

3. Semester wise details Not available as Institute issue year wise 

marksheet 

-Fill Year Wise details 

-Bring affidavit in counselling, which states that your institute 

provide yearwise result only. 

4. Specialization options in PG Details 

Select "Other" option in stream and fill name of stream in 

subject field 

5. Requirement for UAN/EPF numbers for SS Kanunago and SS ASO 

UAN/ EPF and Pan is mandatory if you are claiming experience. 

6. In clerk, instead of 12 can Ifill diploma details 

Since diploma is equivalent to 12", one can fill diploma details 

-Instead of 12", change level in form as 12 & equivalent 
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7. Certificate number not available on mark sheet 

-Enter enrolment number in the field of mark sheet number 

-Bring affidavit in counselling, which states that your institute 

doesn't provide certificate number on marks sheet 

8. Due to arrear in any subject of a semester, 2 marks sheet issued for the 

same semester, which should I upload? 

Please upload final certificate 

9. While filling the application, some details like name, father name, 

mother name, category, DOB, marks etc. entered wrong by mistake 

ou can change each and every detail in in rectification window 

period. 

10.My AADHAAR is not validating 
AADHAAR verification is mandatory, please get your AADHAR 

details verified/rectified 
If unable to verify please visit AADHAAR Centre. 

11.Technical issue like server error while final submit the application 

All such issues resolved. 

12.Original certificate has not been issued yet by Institute, can I apply 

with provisional 

Yes, but you have to bring affidavit regarding the same. 


